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Editor’s Note

As families deal with inflation, supply chain issues, and mandates, many

people interested in policy are focused on employment and wages in these

unprecedented times. At the same time, attacks on the very definition of the

family are unrelenting. It’s fitting to focus an issue of this magazine on the

family in times like these, especially at a time when government policy and

the culture are so far from the Church’s teaching.

In this issue you will find a fantastic and informative discussion of

pro-family policy success in Poland. The details in this piece are good

rhetorical ammunition for knocking down complaints about the alleged

ine�ectiveness of pro-family policy. You will also find analysis of proposed

pro-family policies here in the U.S. and a lengthy discussion of the theology

of the family.

We hope you find this issue edifying and educational and that you will check

back in February for our next issue!

The Leonine Institute is now accepting submissions for our next issue. The

theme is Hearth and Home. Please consider contributing to our next issue!
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Seeking a Policy for Just Wages

Levi A. Russell

As pro-family policy has increased in popularity on the political right in

recent years, several policies have been proposed to improve the

economic health of the family. Thanks to liberal “conservatives” many

of these policies have been labeled “socialist” simply because they

violate liberal ideals of government intervention. This rhetoric does not

constitute a sensible critique of pro-family policies, but we should not

fall into the trap of embracing every supposed pro-family policy simply

because liberals of various stripes oppose them.

Rather, we should examine these alleged pro-family policies to

determine whether they will achieve the goals they are intended to

accomplish. This essay examines three policies: paid family leave, an

increase in the minimum wage, and government payments to

stay-at-home moms. Two of these policies fail the test of achieving the

goal of improving the economic well-being of families without

substantial negative consequences. One of them is, to my estimation, the

most likely to be successful and the most important in terms of the

justice demanded by the popes in their social encyclicals.

The most direct teaching we have on the importance of just wages and

their support of the family comes to us from Pope Pius XI’s

Quadragesimo Anno published on May 15, 1931. In section 71, Pope Pius

XI tells us:
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In the first place, the worker must be paid a wage su�cient to support

him and his family. That the rest of the family should also contribute to

the common support, according to the capacity of each, is certainly

right, as can be observed especially in the families of farmers, but also in

the families of many craftsmen and small shopkeepers. But to abuse the

years of childhood and the limited strength of women is grossly wrong.

Mothers, concentrating on household duties, should work primarily in

the home or in its immediate vicinity. It is an intolerable abuse, and to be

abolished at all cost, for mothers on account of the father's low wage to

be forced to engage in gainful occupations outside the home to the

neglect of their proper cares and duties, especially the training of

children. Every e�ort must therefore be made that fathers of families

receive a wage large enough to meet ordinary family needs adequately.

But if this cannot always be done under existing circumstances, social

justice demands that changes be introduced as soon as possible whereby

such a wage will be assured to every adult workingman.

As is clear from analysis conducted last year by Oren Cass, the wages of

the average working man are not su�cient to provide a sensible living

for him and his family. The cost of basic needs such as housing,

transportation, education, and health insurance relative to median male

wages have risen dramatically since the mid-1980s. Clearly if conditions

in the U.S. were not acceptable to Pope Pius XI in 1931 they are much less

acceptable today.

From the perspective of economic analysis, the key to rising wages is an

increase in the opportunity cost of labor. That is, we must make staying
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at home more attractive to mothers and women who want to become

mothers. This would result in some reduction in the labor force and an

increase in wages. Paying stay-at-home moms would increase the

opportunity cost of labor and would be the most e�ective policy for

pushing us toward an economy with just wages.

Before detailing this policy, I want to explain why paid family leave and

an increase in the minimum wage are insu�cient to accomplish the

goals we seek and would likely cause problems we won’t want to deal

with.

Paid Family Leave

One popular pro-family policy is paid family leave.

Government-mandated (and possibly subsidized) leave for parents when

a child is on the way or recently born is certainly helpful to working

parents. It’s a relief to know that you will still receive a paycheck and

your job is preserved while you are taking care of a new baby. At best,

though, paid family leave is only a bandaid. While paid family leave

provides short term help, as Pope Pius XI tells us, the mother is not free

to care for the children full time.

More importantly, paid family leave actually pushes us away from the

ultimate goal of the single-income family with stable finances. How

could this be? After all, we are paying new parents to care for their

children! Yes, but paid family leave actually reduces the opportunity cost
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of working outside the home. This policy influences family culture by

telling mothers “You can work a full time job and still do all the things

you need to do as a mother! There’s no need to be around for your

children through their entire childhood; the paid family leave the

government mandates is good enough.”

This attitude is clearly at odds with Pope Pius XI’s teaching cited above.

Since paid family leave does the opposite of what we want; namely that it

reduces the opportunity cost of working outside the home, mothers will

not be incentivized to move out of the labor force and wages will not rise!

Further, there is another serious problem with paid family leave. While a

mother or father is on paid family leave, someone must do the work they

left behind in their job. Who will do this work? In some countries where

paid family leave is common, an underclass is created. This underclass is

made up of men and women who cannot get steady employment but are

reduced to filling in for others who are on paid family leave for several

months. They hop around from job to job and are not able to establish

steady employment.

Paid family leave might be the answer to other problems such as a low

birth rate, but it does not help us in our quest for social justice in wages.

It is a net-negative because it not only undermines our e�orts for higher

wages, but it creates its own injustice in the form of an underclass of

temp workers that must fill in for those on leave.
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Raising the Minimum Wage

At $7.25 per hour, the current U.S. federal minimum wage is not

su�cient to provide for a family with two working parents, much less

for one. Many say that this is not the intent of the minimum wage; that

the minimum wage is simply to ensure a minimum for anyone who is

working. It’s not meant to support a family. If this is the case, then

clearly other policy means are necessary to achieve the goal set of us by

Pope Pius XI.

Perhaps the minimum wage should simply be raised to a standard that

would allow one parent to provide for their family. Is this feasible? First,

we should consider what it takes to provide for a family. Oren Cass’s Cost

of Thriving Index indicates that the median wage no longer provides

enough money to pay for a modest home, a car, one semester of college

education per year, and a family health insurance premium. What would

happen if we raised the minimum wage to $25 per hour or more? It’s

likely that most small businesses would collapse immediately. Many

other work amenities might be rescinded to pay for the higher minimum.

There are simply too many ways for large employers to o�set this pay

increase for it to be e�ective.

Ultimately, raising the minimum wage is not a solution because it does

not influence the culture. Even supposing that the negative economic

consequences of raising the minimum wage to $25 per hour wouldn’t

occur, the higher wage would likely incentivize more two-income

households. A simple economic analysis indicates that an e�ective price
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floor results in a surplus. This means that there are more people o�ering

their labor on the market than there are jobs to be filled.

We must remember that the law is our teacher (Gal. 3:24) and that it

influences our behavior. A substantial increase in the minimum wage

would not move us toward the goal of stable, thriving, single-parent

homes.

Shifting the Curve: Paying Stay-At-Home Moms

If the law should be our teacher, what should we learn from it about the

economic value of a single-working-parent home? A federal payment to

a mother who is not working outside the home would raise the

opportunity cost of entering the labor force. This increase in the cost of

working outside the home would significantly shift the family budget

calculus. Instead of 2 parents working simply to provide a sensible living

for the parents, children, and any grandparents who may need to stay

with them, they would need only 1.

How much would this stay-at-home mom payment need to be to provide

a reasonable living for a family? Again we lean on Cass’s Cost of Thriving

Index. In 1985, according to Cass, it took just under 30 weeks of work for

the median male wage earner to provide a home, vehicle, 1 semester of

public college, and monthly health insurance premiums for his family.

To regain that standard of living, the stay-at-home parent would have to

receive roughly $41,000 per year.
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Of course, this payment could be in lieu of some federal welfare

programs. For instance, a family with a market income over a specified

amount receiving this payment could be made ineligible for food stamps,

medicaid, or other benefits rendered unnecessary by the payout to the

non-working parent. This would likely not fund a $41,000 per year

payment to every household in the country, so some sort of upper

income limit could be applied. Additional funding could be provided by

reductions in the military budget, especially given the utter failure and

massive cost of the U.S. military. A full examination of the consequences

of this policy for the federal budget is beyond the scope of this article. I

welcome a competent policy analyst to do the accounting work needed to

determine this!

Paying stay-at-home mothers to remain out of the labor force would, in

graphical parlance, shift the labor supply curve to the left, increasing

wages and reducing total employment. This would provide hundreds of

thousands of families with the means to homeschool their children,

which would align incentives for public school administrators and

increase the number of community homeschool cooperatives. This

payment would also function as a financial incentive to marry for the

long term. Currently, welfare benefits designed to help parents do not

depend on family structure. Paying one of two parents to manage the

home and care for children while the other parent works would

incentivize parents to work out their issues rather than divorce.
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Smart Policy Yields Many Rewards

The words of Pope Pius XI can and should be our guide for pro-family

policy. Children should not be deprived of the care of their mothers

because of the decisions of those who have come before us. A major shift

in labor force participation occurred from the 1960s to the 1980s.

Women flooded into the workforce and the result has been the

normalization of the two-income family.

Policy can help to undo the unjust fallout from this cultural shift.

Catholics should organize to push for this policy at the state and federal

level. Implementing a payment regime for stay-at-home moms will not

only improve the economic stability of the family; it will help to refocus

us on the primacy of the family.
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How Poland Launched a Successful

Pro-Family Policy Agenda

A.Baranowski

At the time of writing this, Joe Biden has announced a tax credit to

counteract poverty. Some online conservative figures and media outlets

are not happy about this because they regard this policy as socialistic and

say, “Why should we pay for other people’s children?” This is a

sentiment not an excuse to America but it is commonly found in the

western anglosphere. In the United Kingdom, in response to the 2008

financial crash, it’s newly elected conservative government unveiled its

harsh agenda of austerity. This agenda put welfare in the cross hairs of

the cuts with the introduction of the two child limit on benefit support

for families.

This fiscally austere attitude is not one held throughout the entirety of

the west. A range of tax cuts and welfare policies in Czechia for example

have seen significant increase in their birth rates and other positive

trends regarding the family. Even less direct actions have proven fruitful

such as Denmark’s “Do it for mom” advert campaign, which has seen a

slight increase in the Danish birth rate.

But I particularly wish to focus on one country in particular: Poland. To

discuss the situation in Poland and its pro-natalist and pro-family
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agenda and some interesting nuances found in the Polish case study of

pro-family policies.

It is first important to establish the context before the 2015 election.

After decades of communist rule and then the equally radical project of

Neoliberalism being undertaken, Poland found herself in a situation of

high unemployment, mass emigration and a collapsing birth rate. These

factors combined with a growing divide between the urban and rural

areas ,which account for about 40% of the Polish population, and the

threat of the migrant crisis which had only just begun.

The Polish Law and Justice party won the 2015 election. One of its main

policies was to deal with the dire economic situation families found

themselves in. On the back of an economic success story in Poland, from

having the highest unemployment level 19 years ago to having the lowest

rates in 2019 in the European Union and in 2021 this low unemployment

trend continued as it had the third lowest in June in the EU only behind

Czechia and the Netherlands. Coupled with the incredible economic

growth, seen with an increase in both GDP and disposable income

growth has created an economic climate not felt before in Poland and

shows continuing signs of this upward trajectory. This economic success

story which has been happening over the last few years is how the

government is financing its pro-family agenda.

Introduced in 2016 the Law and Justice party introduced “500+,” which

was a child benefit scheme that was only available for families with more

than one child and was income limited. Although in the following years
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this has gradually changed. Currently the 500zł monthly payment is

available for families with two or more children, who are entitled to

claim the welfare support until the children reach the age of 18. Families

whose income is under 800zł per family member or is under 1200zł if a

child is disabled are able to claim 500+ for the first child. 500+ covered

an estimated 55% of children in Poland and over 3.82 million children

were covered by the program at the end of February in 2017. It should be

noted that 500+ is not an exclusionary benefit; those who claim it are

entitled to other additional welfare schemes.

Other schemes introduced have been a child tax credit, a 300zł

educational bursary for families sending their children to school each

academic year and a lowering of VAT rates on family related products,

such as prams . On such products there has been a drop, depending on

the product, from having a VAT rate of  23% to  8% or even as low as 5%.

500+ gave eligible families 500 Złoty per month which is around 128

dollars per month. For European, British or American readers, this might

not sound like a lot but to put it into perspective 500 zloty was about 12%

of the average gross wage in Poland in 2016. If this policy was carried out

in America in 2016, it would be giving roughly 606 dollars per month to

eligible families, as $60,686 was the average gross wage of the United

States in 2016. This is double the amount of the recent “socialist”

scheme by Biden to support families in poverty.

So what has been the e�ect of these policies? The Polish Central

Statistics O�ce has revealed between December 2016 and January 2017 a

13-15% increase in child births compared to the same period in past
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years. Since 2015 we have seen a growth and then stagnation in the birth

rate from 1.32 in 2015 to 1.48 in 2017 but in the following years we saw

staying at around 1.42.

Whilst only producing a minor increase in the birth rate it has greatly

helped reduce poverty and child poverty in Poland. There has been a 48%

decrease in those living in poverty and a 98% drop for those living in

extreme poverty. It has also been suggested that debt levels have

decreased as well as consumption and saving rates increased due to the

policy. A report from the Institute for Structural Research in 2017 found

that work force participation of mothers eligible for 500+, would have

been 2-3% higher if not for the 500+ scheme, meaning 500+ has allowed

mothers to stay at home and raise their children rather than occupy low

wage labour.

So overall the policies introduced by the Law and Justice party between

2015-2021, whilst coming with a hefty price tag, has greatly improved

the financial aspects of family life in Poland. Reduced child poverty and a

marginally increased birth rate led to better economic practices with

increased savings and reduced debt. Perhaps most significant was an

improvement in family structure with families being able to a�ord

mothers to stay at home and look after the children rather than being

occupied in low wage labour to make ends meet.

But with the 2023 election in sight, the Law and Justice party is carrying

on its path of creating a pro family environment in Poland. In 2021 the

party announced Polski ład which is meant to be the "Polish New Deal".

Polski ład takes on a wide range of issues such as further modernisation,
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new infrastructure projects, support for creation and expansion of

farmer cooperatives, additional subsidies for farmers and most

importantly a wide range of bold policies to support the family. The goal

of Polski ład is to bring Poland living standards comparable to western

ones. Polski ład is similar to the 5 promises made by the Law and Justice

party in 2015, one of those promises being 500+, which won them the

election, which is something they hope to repeat again, yet their new

policies are even more daring.

These new policies announced in Polski ład are a 12,000zł payment to

parents of newborns, which could be split across 12 or 24 monthly

payments. A 40% mortgage deposit guarantee system for families

coupled with a mortgage payo� based on the number of children the

family has is also included. As well as further infrastructure projects

such as to build a nursery in each Gmina, which is the smallest

administrative body in Poland. It’s expected that most of these policies

will be introduced in late 2021 or early 2022 in preparation for the 2023

election.

There are some interesting case studies which should be noted regarding

this subject. The area of Powiat Kartuski has the highest fertility rate in

Poland of 2.24 in 2019. This could be due to several factors such as the

region's low unemployment, good living conditions and high wage

relative to the rest of the country. These economic facts are mainly due

to the area's proximity to the Trójmiasto metropolitan area which

includes the city of Gdańsk. Although it is not just socio-economic

factors that have caused its success; for example childcare availability
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isn't much better in the area than the national average. What is notably

di�erent is the area’s conservative nature.

Kaszuby is one of the most religious parts of Poland boasting some of the

highest church attendance in the country as well as a strong sense of

national identity in the region putting out tens of thousands of Polish

flags during Independence Day. If you remove the area of Żukowo,

Powiat Kartuski voted 57% for Duda, the Law and Justice party backed

candidate for president, making it stand out among the seemingly liberal

northern region of Pomorskie. This area did not experience communist

forced relocation and so it is both economically prosperous and

staunchly traditional which inevitably combined contributes to the high

birth rate. But this is something we see repeated elsewhere in Poland.

In Gmina Sierakowice, we see a fertility rate of nearly 3.0 and it also has

low poverty rates and unemployment as well as voting 71% for President

Duda. It should be noted that economics and traditionalism isn’t enough

as traditionalist regions like Stalowa Wola have much lower birth rates

than the aforementioned areas and unlike these areas su�ered from

most of their population being relocated there under Communism in the

1970s.

Another interesting region in Poland in this regard is the city of Opole,

which has increased its fertility from around 1.0 pre-2010 to 1.6 by 2019.

It has done this through significant investment in childcare services,

o�ering full-time nurseries to almost half of all children aged under 3.

But more interestingly to note is the fact that the city is the capital of the

Opolskie region, which has the lowest fertility rate in Poland. Meaning
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there is a stark contrast between the cities and the region as a whole, and

o�ers itself as an interesting case study suggesting that the availability

of childcare can have a significant impact on fertility. The availability of

childcare is one of the targets that the Law and Justice party has its

crosshairs on. Using EU recovery funds for the COVID-19 pandemic, the

party has promised to build more infrastructure projects and one of the

things they wish to build is more nurseries.

We cannot know the ultimate e�ects of Polski ład or even the policies

introduced between 2015-2019 at this time. The impacts of the birth

rates will take several generations to become apparent, but in the short

term, we can see that we have much to be hopeful for with the successes

of Polski ład and 500+ in reducing child poverty, supporting the

traditional family and increasing the birth rate.
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Theology of the Family: A response to an

article by Bishop Johan Bonny

Gregory Arblaster and Hasan

It is perhaps prudent to begin with a relevant quote from the final

document in question, namely the Holy Father’s post-synodal

exhortation itself. AL §251 reads,

“In discussing the dignity and mission of the family, the Synod Fathers

observed that, “as for proposals to place unions between homosexual

persons on the same level as marriage, there are absolutely no grounds

for considering homosexual unions to be in any way similar or even

remotely analogous to God’s plan for marriage and family”. It is

unacceptable “that local Churches should be subjected to pressure in this

matter and that international bodies should make financial aid to poor

countries dependent on the introduction of laws to establish ‘marriage’

between persons of the same sex”.”

It is perhaps important to note here that the explanatory note

accompanying the recent CDF responsum in fact lists this paragraph

from AL as its 8th footnote; part of the text originates in a 2003 CDF

document. In light of the above very explicit use of the language of

disanalogy and lack of resemblance in the Holy Father’s writing in 2016,
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we are concerned to determine whether or not his above teaching is

concordant with that of the Synod which Your Excellency participated in,

or with the 2014 Synod preceding it. Although the Holy Father does cite

the Relatio finalis for the 2015 Synod in his paragraph, we must still

evaluate its context in this letter.

The Preparatory Document of this 2014 Synod is chronologically the first

document among those we are considering. This does indeed touch

directly upon what we are concerned with twice. In the second

paragraph, we read that “Concerns which were unheard of until a few

years ago have arisen today as a result of di�erent situations, from the

widespread practice of cohabitation, which does not lead to marriage,

and sometimes even excludes the idea of it, to same-sex unions between

persons, who are, not infrequently, permitted to adopt children.” Later

the document goes on to list four questions to the Bishops;

a) Is there a law in your country recognizing civil unions for people of the

same-sex and equating it in some way to marriage?

b) What is the attitude of the local and particular Churches towards both

the State as the promoter of civil unions between persons of the same sex

and the people involved in this type of union?

c) What pastoral attention can be given to people who have chosen to live

in these types of union?

d) In the case of unions of persons of the same sex who have adopted

children, what can be done pastorally in light of transmitting the faith?

These questions were subsequently answered and the responses

explained in the instrumentum laboris (IL) for the 2014 assembly - the
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working document available to the faithful as the face of the bishops’

initial responses.

One of the fundamental ways in which we can attempt to understand the

Holy Father’s statement about the total lack of analogy between

same-sex unions and the marital bond is found in §35 of the 2014 IL,

“The experience of the mutual love between the spouses is an assistance

in understanding the life of the Trinity as love. Through a communion

lived in the family, children can glimpse an image of the Trinity.

Recently, the Holy Father, Pope Francis, in his catechesis on the

sacraments, recalled that “when a man and woman celebrate the

Sacrament of Matrimony, God as it were ‘is mirrored’ in them; he

impresses in them his own features and the indelible character of his

love. Marriage is the icon of God’s love for us. Indeed, God is communion

too: the three Persons of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit live

eternally in perfect unity. And this is precisely the mystery of

Matrimony: God makes of the two spouses one single life” (quoting Pope

Francis, General Audience 2 April 2014)”

The above paragraph is consonant with the Holy Father’s teaching that

societies, including the smallest society and ‘cell’ of all larger societies

(Evangelii gaudium §66, in continuity with the Conciliar teaching of

Apostolicam actuositatem §11), are real beings, and that all real beings

are in some way (following St Bonaventure in his Itinerarium mentis in

deum) finite expressions in unique modes particular to each unique

being, an exemplification of the Trinitarian Life. The reality of

matrimony, which is the foundation of this ‘cell’ that is the family, is
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grounded in its nature of special correspondence between persons and

the fundamental orderedness of their communion to the generation of

life in a unique participation in God’s creativity.

This is discussed earlier on in the 2014 IL document in §1, “(...) man and

woman are created in the image and likeness of God; in receiving and

accepting each other, they recognize that they are made for each other

(cf. Gen 1:24-31; 2:4b-25).” The document then quotes the CCC as

follows in order to speak of the orderedness toward procreation of the

marital bond as a unique mode of cooperation with the Divine Work: “By

transmitting human life to their descendants, man and woman as

spouses and parents co-operate in a unique way in the Creator's work.”

(CCC, 372)

The 2014 IL §2 goes on to say that “By revealing the fullness of divine

mercy, Jesus allows man and woman to recover that “principle”

according to which God unites them in one flesh (cf. Mt 19:4-6) and for

which — by the grace of Christ — they are enabled to be faithful to each

other and love each other forever.”

This last quote shows that, as a consequence of what has previously been

said, the grace of the sacrament of marriage is bestowed by Christ upon

the nature of matrimony - as having an orderedness to procreation and

as grounded in the special correspondence of man to woman (as the

Hebrew of Genesis 2:18,20 reads ‘a helper fit for him’ or ‘a helper

corresponding to him’) - in order to enable faithfulness and love.

This makes matrimony as an ‘icon of God’s love’ disanalogous in a very

clear way to any same-sex romantic union. This is what defines the
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family as the domestic Church as the 2014 IL §3 reads, “the Letter to the

Ephesians has identified in the married love between a man and a

woman, “the great mystery” which makes present in this world the love

between Christ and the Church (cf. Eph 5:31-32)”.

It is beneficial to also refer to 2014 IL § 39, which invokes the

‘importance of distinctive roles as father and mother’ as parts of what

make the ‘the role of parents as primary educators in the faith (...) vital

and essential’. This distinctiveness, grounded in a ‘natural foundation

within human existence itself’ (§26) does not exist as a resource for

those children raised by persons in a same-sex union.

The 2014 IL indeed notes in §120 from a 2014 address by the Holy Father

that every child “has the right to have a mother and a father”. His words

were, “we must rea�rm the right of children to grow up in a family with

a father and a mother capable of creating a suitable environment for the

child’s development and emotional maturity. Continuing to grow up and

mature in a correct relationship represented by the masculinity and

femininity of a father and a mother and thus preparing for a�ective

maturity.”

The 2014 IL actually cites in §110 the CDF document from 2003,

“There are absolutely no grounds for considering homosexual unions to

be in any way similar or even remotely analogous to God's plan for

marriage and family. [...] Nonetheless, according to the teaching of the

Church, men and women with homosexual tendencies ‘must be accepted

with respect, compassion and sensitivity. Every sign of unjust

discrimination in their regard should be avoided.’”
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This shows a clear continuity of teaching on this matter from 2003 to the

2014 Synod; it remains to be seen if this was continued through the 2015

Synod which Your Excellency participated in yourself, until the Holy

Father’s statements in AL in 2016.

We do know, however, that this quote is found repeated again later in the

2014 Synod, with the Relatio synodi citing the 2003 CDF document in

§55; this document served also, of course, as the 2015 Lineamenta, with

additional text introducing questions based upon the 2014 Relatio synodi

for the 2015 Synod which Your Excellency participated in. However, as

can be pointed out, the Relatio synodi states in §62 that “These proposed

reflections (...) are intended to raise questions and indicate points of view

that will later be developed and clarified through reflection in the local

Churches in the intervening year leading to the XIV Ordinary General

Assembly of the Synod of Bishops” so it will be necessary in this letter,

as stated previously, to understand its statements on the topics of our

concern in the context of the development of the discussion of these

topics throughout the 2015 Synod.

The new questions that were raised in the Lineamenta publication in

2015 hint at the reality of the continuity of the 2015 Synod’s teaching in

its introduction to Part III of the Questions entitled, ‘Confronting the

Situation: Pastoral Perspectives’ wherein it says, “Every e�ort should be

made not to begin anew, but to continue on the path undertaken in the

Extraordinary Synod as a point of departure.”
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The Lineamenta asks one Question regarding Pastoral Attention towards

Persons with Homosexual Tendencies, as part of Part III of the Questions

section of the document. This is composed of four sub-questions,

‘How can the Christian community give pastoral attention to families with

persons with homosexual tendencies?

What are the responses that, in light of cultural sensitivities, are considered to

be most appropriate?

While avoiding any unjust discrimination, how can such persons receive

pastoral care in these situations in light of the Gospel?

How can God’s will be proposed to them in their situation?’

These questions di�er significantly from those asked to the bishops in

the 2014 Preparatory Document, as do the questions on each topic which

is treated in both documents. In the 2015 Instrumentum laboris, these

questions are answered in the last part of Chapter III ‘The Family and

Accompaniment by the Church’, of Part III ‘The Mission of the Family

Today’, under the heading ‘Pastoral Attention towards Persons with

Homosexual Tendencies’.

The first entirely novel documents publicly available on the Bishops’

Synod website from the 2015 Assembly are the initial interventions by

Cardinals Baldisseri, Erdo and Forte, during June of that year, for the

presentation of this second Assembly’s Instrumentum laboris. Cardinal

Baldisseri tells us that the General Secretariat received 99 replies and

359 observations from ‘dioceses, parishes, ecclesial associations and

spontaneous groups of the faithful, civil movements and organizations,

numerous families and individual believers.’ The authors of this letter
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hope that it can be seen by Your Excellency as representing members of

these last five groups who would like to have the Synod’s voice heard.

The 2015 IL itself touches on the nature of the marital bond in such a way

as to show disanalogy between it and same-sex unions in §8, the fourth

subsection of Part I, ‘Considering the challenges of the family’, Chapter I

‘The Family and the Anthropological-Cultural Context’, entitled ‘Social

Contradictions’. The text reads,

“(...) some want to recognize the stable character of a couple’s

relationship apart from sexual di�erence, and place it on the same level

as the marital relationship, which is intrinsically connected to the roles

of a father and a mother and determined on the biological basis of

child-bearing. The resulting confusion is of no assistance in defining the

specific character of such unions in society. Rather, it relegates the

special bond between biological di�erence, reproduction and human

identity to an individualistic choice. What is certainly needed is a more

thorough examination of human nature and culture which is based not

simply on biology and sexual di�erence, fully aware that "the removal of

di�erence [...] creates a problem, not a solution (Francis, General

Audience, 15 April, 2015).”

This is repeated in the equivalent section §8 of the 2015 Relatio finalis,

which says while quoting the Holy Father more extensively, that

‘According to our faith, the di�erence between the sexes bears in itself

the image and likeness of God (Gen 1:26-27). “This tells us that it is not

man alone who is the image of God or woman alone who is the image of

God, but man and woman as a couple who are the image of God. [...] We

can say that without the mutual enrichment of this relationship — in
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thought and in action, in a�ection and in work, as well as in faith — the

two cannot even understand the depth of what it means to be man and

woman. Modern contemporary culture has opened new spaces, new

forms of freedom and new depths in order to enrich the understanding of

this di�erence. But it has also introduced many doubts and much

skepticism. [...] The removal of the di�erence [...] is the problem, not the

solution” (Francis, General Audience, 15 April 2015).’

The above quotes from 2015 IL §8 and 2015 Relatio finalis §8 show the

continuance of the earlier quotes in 2014 IL §§1, 3, 25, 39 and 120.

However, this is now explicitly a demonstration of disanalogy between

the marital bond and same-sex unions; we see again an emphasis on the

nature of the marital bond as ‘image of God’ as we had previously seen in

2014 IL §35. 2015 IL §45 cites the same general audience of the Holy

Father as §8 speaking of the imagehood of the marital bond as ‘written

into the divine plan in creation’,

"man alone is not the image of God nor is woman alone the image of

God, but man and woman as a couple are the image of God. The

di�erence between man and woman is not meant to stand in opposition,

or to subordinate, but is for the sake of communion and generation,

always in the image and likeness of God." (General Audience, 15 April

2015). Some point out that the complementary nature of the unitive and

procreative character in marriage is written into the divine plan in

creation (...)”

This language is even clearer in the 2015 Relatio finalis §63, as cited in

AL §81,
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“This is the case because, “according to the order of creation, conjugal

love between a man and a woman, and the transmission of life are

ordered to each other (cf. Gen 1:27-28). Thus the Creator made man and

woman share in the work of his creation and, at the same time, made

them instruments of his love, entrusting to them the responsibility for

the future of mankind, through the transmission of human life”.”

2015 IL §138 even states that ‘it must be emphasized that raising a child

has to be based on the di�erences between the sexes as in procreation’.

This is repeated in 2015 Relatio finalis §65 with the words, ‘Continuity in

the relationships of parenting and upbringing, by necessity, is based, as

in procreation, on the sexual di�erence of a man and a woman.’ The

same paragraph then goes on to cite the Holy Father,

‘“children have the right to grow up in a family with a father and a

mother” (Address to Participants in the International Colloquium on the

Complementarity Between Man and Woman, organized by the

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 17 November 2014).’

These statements, recalling 2014 IL §39 and §120 shed further light on

the language of disanalogy between same-sex relationships and the

marital bond. If it is not simply procreation, but also the unitive

dimension of the correlative, complementary nature of the relation

between man and woman which the raising of a child is based upon, then

we see a further deepening of the clarity of the disanalogy between the

two kinds of relationship.

All of this serves as context for the section we mentioned earlier, namely

IL 2015, Chapter III ‘The Family and Accompaniment by the Church’,
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Part III ‘The Mission of the Family Today’, under the heading ‘Pastoral

Attention towards Persons with Homosexual Tendencies’. This heading

covers §130-132. The 2003 CDF-document is quoted in 2015 IL §130,

which is identical to §55 in the 2015 Lineamenta and 2014 Relatio synodi,

which in turn quote from 2014 IL §110,

‘In this regard, the synod fathers asked themselves what pastoral

attention might be appropriate for them in accordance with Church

teaching: "There are absolutely no grounds for considering homosexual

unions to be in any way similar or even remotely analogous to God's plan

for marriage and family."’

This is the context for the next paragraphs, which state that ‘every

person, regardless of his/her sexual orientation, ought to be respected in

his/her human dignity and received with sensitivity and great care in

both the Church and society. It would be desirable that dioceses devote

special attention in their pastoral programmes to the accompaniment of

families where a member has a homosexual tendency and of homosexual

persons themselves.’ It is clear that this latter suggestion is intended to

be understood in the context both of the human dignity of every person,

and the fact of disanalogy between homosexual relationships and the

marital bond.
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